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nderstanding the origin of the
magnetic anisotropy in an assembly of aligned magnetic nanocrystals is an important challenge in the field of
nanotechnology. It has implications both
at a fundamental and applied level. On the
one hand, it provides a deeper knowledge
of the properties of organized magnetic
nanocrystals. On the other hand, it helps
with designing new structures useful for
magnetic recording.1,2
It has long been known that aligning
nanoparticles gives rise to magnetic anisotropy, that is, a squarer hysteresis loop for a
magnetic field applied parallel to the direction of the alignment than for a magnetic
field applied perpendicular to this direction.
This behavior is predicted by the
Stoner⫺Wohlfarth model3 or more recent
calculations4 and verified experimentally by
a large number of studies.5⫺7 However, despite all of these studies, it has never been
possible to explain clearly the origin of the
magnetic anisotropy and to differentiate
between the influence of the nanocrystal
easy axis alignment and the dipolar interactions induced by the ordering of the
nanocrystals.
To enable this distinction, we study biologically synthesized iron oxide nanoparticles, called magnetosomes, which are produced by AMB-1 magnetotatic bacteria.8
The magnetosomes are arranged in chains
inside the bacteria, creating a strong magnetic dipole, which is used by the bacteria
to align and swim along the earth’s magnetic field.8 They are ferrite nanocrystals
usually reported to be in their reduced
(Fe3O4) form.8 Because of oxygen exposure
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Assemblies of Aligned Magnetotactic
Bacteria and Extracted Magnetosomes:
What Is the Main Factor Responsible for
the Magnetic Anisotropy?

ABSTRACT The origin of the magnetic anisotropy is explained in an assembly of aligned magnetic

nanoparticles. For that, nanoparticles synthesized biologically by Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-1
magnetotactic bacteria are used. For the first time, it is possible to differentiate between the two contributions
arising from the alignment of the magnetosome easy axes and the strength of the magnetosome dipolar
interactions. The magnetic anisotropy is shown to arise mainly from the dipolar interactions between the
magnetosomes.
KEYWORDS: magnetotactic bacteria · magnetosomes · magnetic anisotropy · easy
axes · dipolar interactions

during the growth and sample preparation, the magnetosomes studied here are
mainly made of maghemite as shown in a
previous report.9 Since magnetite and
maghemite have very similar magnetic
properties at room temperature, the composition of the magnetosomes in either of
the two forms of the oxide would produce
very similar results. The magnetostatic interactions between the magnetosomes and
the biological filaments surrounding them
maintain the alignment of the easy axes of
the individual magnetosomes within the
bacteria.10⫺16 These results suggest that it
is possible to extract the magnetosomes
from the bacteria and obtain two types of
structures, those in which the filaments are
functional yielding aligned magnetosome
easy axes and those lacking these filaments
producing randomly distributed easy axes.
In addition, the magnetosomes are large
nanoparticles of mean sizes approximately
equal to 30 nm with a ferromagnetic behavior at room temperature.9 Therefore, they
are prone to strong dipolar interactions.9,17
In this paper, we use AMB-1 magnetotactic bacteria and the magnetosomes extracted from the bacteria to explain the
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Figure 1. TEM images of the whole magnetotactic bacteria (a), extracted unheated magnetosomes (c), and extracted SDS-treated and
heated magnetosomes (e). The samples are deposited on top of a carbon grid in the presence of a magnetic field. In panel a, the dashed
arrows designate the chains of magnetosomes inside the bacteria. SEM images of the whole magnetotactic bacteria (b), extracted unheated magnetosomes (d), and extracted heated and SDS-treated magnetosomes (f). The samples are deposited on top of a silicon substrate in the presence of a magnetic field. The deposition field is designated by B and the arrow below B indicates its orientation.

origin of the magnetic anisotropy in an assembly of
aligned magnetosomes. To observe the influence of
the dipolar interactions on the magnetic anisotropy,
we compare the behavior of the whole bacteria with
that of the extracted magnetosomes. We also study the
influence of the magnetosome easy axis alignment on
the magnetic anisotropy. To do that, we compare the
behaviors of two different types of extracted magnetosomes, those possessing the biogenic material, which
aligns the easy axes of the individual magnetosomes
and those lacking this material producing randomly orientated easy axes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let us first consider a suspension of magnetotactic
bacteria containing ca. 2 ⫻ 10⫺5 % in weight of
maghemite. A 10 L portion of this suspension is deposited on top of a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) grid covered by amorphous carbon in the presence of a 1 T magnetic field applied during the solvent
evaporation. The TEM image of the magnetotactic bacteria (Figure 1a) shows that the bacteria are partially orientated in the direction of the deposition field. Each of
the bacterium contains 3⫺4 short chains aligned in the
direction of the cell long axis (designated in Figure 1a
by dashed arrows). The centers of these chains are separated by more than ⬃0.5 m. The distance separating
two chains of magnetosomes contained in two different bacteria is more than 1 m. The TEM grid is replaced by a silica wafer to measure the magnetic properties of the aligned bacteria. Fifty microliters of the
same solution of whole bacteria are deposited on top
B
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of a silicon substrate in the presence of 1 T magnetic
field. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of
Figure 1b shows partially aligned magnetotactic bacteria demonstrating that the partial alignment of the bacteria occurs on both substrates. To make it possible to
record the magnetic responses, we use a similar sample
preparation as that described above but with a larger
amount of material. Fifty microliters of a more concentrated suspension of magnetotactic bacteria, containing ⬃2 ⫻ 10⫺3 % in weight of maghemite, are now deposited on top of a silicon substrate. Figure 2a shows
that the hysteresis loop is squarer when the magnetic
field is applied parallel (储) to the aligned bacteria (green
line), than when it is applied perpendicular (⬜) (red
line) to this direction. For the two different field configurations, the coercive field and the reduced remanence
are designated by Hc储, Hc⬜, (Mr/Ms)储, and (Mr/Ms)⬜, respectively. The relative changes in coercivity and reduced remanence between the two field configurations are defined as ⌬Hc ⫽ (Hc储 ⫺ Hc⬜)/Hc储 and ⌬Mr/Ms ⫽
((Mr/Ms)储 ⫺ (Mr/Ms)⬜)/(Mr/Ms)储, where ⌬Hc and ⌬Mr/Ms
measure the strength of the magnetic anisotropy. From
Figure 2a, the values of ⌬Mr/Ms and ⌬Hc are estimated
as 30% and 20%, respectively. The relatively low values
of ⌬Mr/Ms and ⌬Hc are attributed to the rather large distance of more than 0.5 m separating the chains of
magnetosomes and to the partial alignment of the
magnetosome easy axes. The large distance separating
the chains of magnetosomes should result in a weakly
interacting system.18,19 We verify this result by measuring the ratio between the magnetostatic (Ems) and anisotropy (Ek) energies. For this calculation, we consider
www.acsnano.org
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the magnetostatic interactions between two chains of
magnetosomes and the anisotropy energy of a single
chain. The magnetostatic
energy between two chains
of magnetosomes is given
by Ems ⫽ ⫺(3 cos2  ⫺
1)(VchMs)2/4a3,20 where Vch,
Ms, a, and  are the volume
Figure 2. Hysteresis loops of the whole magnetotactic bacteria (a), extracted unheated magnetosomes
(b), and extracted heated magnetosomes (c). The magnetic field applied during the measurements of the
of a typical chain of magnehysteresis loops is either parallel (green line) or perpendicular (red line) to the direction of the aligntosomes containing six mag- ment. The measurements are carried out at 300 K.
netosomes of mean sizes 30
L portion of the same solution is deposited on top of
nm (16.2 ⫻ 10⫺17 cm3), the saturation magnetization
a silicon substrate in the presence of a 0.2 T magnetic
of maghemite (390 emu/cm3), the distance separating
two chains of magnetosomes (2 m), and the angle be- field. The SEM image of Figure 1d shows that when they
tween the dipoles belonging to two different chains of are deposited on top of a silicon substrate, the extracted magnetosomes also orientate in the direction
magnetosomes, respectively. The schematic picture,
of the deposition field. To record the magnetic properpresented in Supporting Information, shows two typical chains of magnetosomes possessing two dipoles 1 ties of the extracted chains of magnetosomes, 50 L of
a more concentrated suspension of extracted magnetoand 2 in interactions separated by an angle . Since
somes, containing ⬃2 ⫻ 10⫺3 % in weight of
the chains of magnetosomes contained within the
maghemite, are deposited on top of a silicon wafer.
whole bacteria form an angle of 0 to /4 with respect
The hysteresis loops (Figure 2b) show a much more proto the orientation of the deposition field, we deduce
nounced difference between the parallel and perpenthat  lies between 0 and /4. Using the values of Vch,
dicular configurations (green and red lines, respectively)
Ms, a, and  given above, we estimate that Ems lies becompared to what is observed with the orientated bactween ⫺10⫺15 erg and ⫺0.25 ⫻ 10⫺15 erg and we deduce the mean magnetostatic energy as 具Ems典 ⬇ ⫺0.62 teria (Figure 2a). The values of ⌬Mr/Ms and ⌬Hc are 80%
⫻ 10⫺15 erg. The anisotropy energy of a typical chain of and 50%, respectively, larger than ⌬Mr/Ms ⬇ 30% and ⌬Hc
⬇ 20% observed with the whole bacteria. To explain
magnetosomes is estimated as Ek ⫽ KeffVch ⫽ 194 ⫻
this behavior, we estimate the ratio between the mag10⫺13 erg, where Keff ⬇ 12 ⫻ 104 erg/cm3 is the anisotropy constant of a single magnetosome.9 From the low netostatic and anisotropy energy in this sample. As in
the whole bacteria, a dipole is associated to each chain
value of |具Ems典|/Ek (3 ⫻ 10⫺5), it is concluded that the
chains of magnetosomes contained in the different bac- of magnetosomes. Since the angle between the differteria are weakly interacting with each other.21 The pres- ent chains of magnetosomes and the deposition field
ence of these weak interactions combined with the par- lies between 0 and /8, we deduce that 0 ⬍  ⬍ /8.
Given these values of  and a mean distance between
tial alignment of the magnetosome easy axes is
the magnetosomes of ⬃6 nm, the magnetostatic interresponsible for the weak magnetic anisotropy, which
action between two chains of magnetosomes is estiwe observe.
To improve the alignment of the chains of magneto- mated as lying between Ems ⬇ ⫺3.7 ⫻ 10⫺8 and Ems ⬇
somes and increase the strength of the dipolar interac- ⫺2.9 ⫻ 10⫺8 erg. Using the values of 具Ems典 ⬇ ⫺3.3 10⫺8
and Ek ⬇ 194 ⫻ 10⫺13 erg calculated for a chain of magtions between them, the latter are extracted from the
bacteria. Ten microliters of a solution of extracted mag- netosomes, we estimate that |具Ems典|/Ek ⬇ 1700. The
fact that this value is much larger than 1 indicates a
netosomes containing ⬃2 ⫻ 10⫺4 % in weight of
strong dipolar coupling between the magnetosomes,21
maghemite are now deposited on top of TEM grid in
which strongly enhances the magnetic anisotropy comthe presence of a 0.2 T magnetic field applied during
pared with the whole bacteria. For a complete underthe solvent evaporation. Figure 1c shows that the
standing of such behavior, we need to know whether or
chains of magnetosomes orientate in the direction of
the deposition field. In this case, the chains of magneto- not the extraction process of the magnetosomes from
the bacteria could change the orientations of their easy
somes organize within wide bands and form a much
axes. For this purpose, high-resolution TEM experimore compact assembly than that observed with the
ments (HRTEM) are performed on the different types
whole bacteria (Figure 1a). Most of the biogenic material, which belongs to the whole bacteria, is removed of magnetosomes and the orientations of their easy
and the chains attract each other, forming a long string axes are identified. Since the easy axes of the magnetosomes arranged in chains have been determined to folof nanoparticles. However, because of the remaining
low the 具111典 crystallographic orientations,10⫺13,23,24
biogenic material, which binds the magnetosomes together,22 the chains are still bent in several regions. A 50 and the crystallographic planes of the magnetosomes
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Figure 3. HRTEM images and the corresponding diffraction patterns of magnetosomes of type I (a, a=), type II (b, b=), type III (c, c=),
type IV (d, d=), type V (e, e=). (f) Schematic diagram of a cuboctahedron showing the diffraction crystallographic directions [011], [112],
[111], [001], and [114]. (gⴚk): Schematic diagrams, which represent a typical magnetosome, having the shape of a cuboctahedron projected along 具110典 (g), 具112典 (h), 具111典 (i), 具100典 (j), 具114典 (k). The scale bar represents 10 nm.

can be identified using HRTEM, we are able to identify
the easy axis of each magnetosome using HRTEM. Figure 3a⫺e show the prevailing projected images of the
different types of magnetosomes. The corresponding
diffractograms of each HRTEM image are displayed on
the right-hand side of each image. Using the symmetry
of the diffractograms and the planar distance, the diffraction spots of each diffractogram are indexed. Furthermore, given that the magnetosomes have a face
center cubic (fcc) structure, the incident electron beam
directions in Figure 3a⫺e are identified as [011], [1̄12],
[1̄11], [001], and [1̄14], respectively. After indexing the
edges of the particles in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, we
find that the surface planes at the edges are either the
{111} or the {200} crystallographic planes. This suggests
D
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that the magnetosomes possess the geometry of a
truncated octahedron in the three-dimensional space
(Figure 3f) in agreement with previous TEM studies.25
For such a geometry, the arrows indexed by a, b, c, d,
and e show the electron beam directions along the
具110典, 具112典, 具111典, 具001典, and 具114典 directions. The ideal
cases of a truncated octahedron projected along 具110典,
具112典, 具111典, 具001典, and 具114典 directions are drawn in
Figure 3g⫺k. By comparing Figure 3g⫺k with Figure
3a⫺e, we deduce that most of the magetosomes are
truncated octahedra, lying on top of the substrate at
different orientations. The projected images of Figure
3a⫺e are classified as types I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively. Our statistic results indicate that types I and II are
the dominant projected images since they represent
www.acsnano.org
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55% and 25% of the total projected images, respectively.
Since types I and II are dominant and characterized by the
presence of at least one set of
{111} planes, we can identify the
具111典 direction and therefore the
easy axes of most of the magnetosomes simply by looking at
their geometry. Figure 4a shows
a HRTEM image of four magnetosomes bound via biogenic material. The enlarged HRTEM images from areas b and c are
displayed in Figure 4b,c. From
the presence of clear {111}
planes, the horizontal 具111典 directions can be deduced. Figure
4d also shows a magnetosome
containing a twin plane, projected right along the 具110典 direction. By identifying the twin
plane to a (111) crystallographic
plane (Figure 4d), the [111] crysFigure 4. (a) HRTEM image of four magnetosomes bound in a chain showing two twin crystals and
tallographic direction is identitwo magnetososomes of type I; (b and c) enlarged regions showing the {111} diffractions plane and
fied. Figure 4a also shows that
具111典 crystallographic directions; (d) HRTEM image of a twin crystal, showing the twin plane and the
this direction follows the orienta- 具111典 crystallographic orientation.
tion of the chain, confirming the
results obtained by electron holography, which showed formation, Figure 2). Both in the bacterial cells (Figure
5a) and in the extracted magnetosomes (Figure 5b), one
that this direction was [111].10⫺13 Hence, it can be concluded that the 具111典 crystallographic directions can be of the 具111典 crystallographic directions of each individual magnetosome is orientated in the direction of
determined either by identifying the projected geomthe deposition field. From that, it is concluded that the
etries or by using HRTEM measurements. In what follows, the first method will be used since it is easier. Fig- magnetosomes inside the bacterial cells and those extracted from the bacteria both present easy axes oriure 5 panels a and b show enlarged regions of Figure
1 panels a and c, respectively. The 具111典 crystallographic ented in the direction of the deposition field. Therefore, the difference in the magnetic properties observed
directions are shown using white arrows for those,
between the whole bacteria and their extracted magnewhich are orientated in the direction of the deposition
field, that is, ␣ ⬍ /8, and dark arrows for those that are tosomes cannot be attributed to the change in the orinot orientated in this direction, that is, ␣ ⬎ /8, where entation of the magnetosome easy axes because it is
well demonstrated that in both cases the magneto␣ represents the angle between the 具111典 crystallosome easy axes are orientated. The major difference begraphic directions of each individual magnetosome
and the direction of the deposition field (Supporting In- tween the intracellular magnetosomes and the ex-

Figure 5. (aⴚc) Enlarged regions of Figure 1a,c,e. The arrows indicate the 具111典 crystallographic orientations. The deposition field is
designated by B and the arrow below B indicates its orientation as in Figure 1. White arrows are used when the 具111典 crystallographic
orientations follow the direction of deposition field, while black arrows are used when these orientations do not follow this direction.
In several magnetosomes, it is not possible to identify the 具111典 crystallographic orientations. Therefore, there is no arrow.
www.acsnano.org
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Figure 6. TEM images of the extracted unheated magnetosomes (a)
and extracted heated magnetosomes (b). The presence of the magnetosome membrane (MM) and biogenic material (BM) is shown in both
cases.

tracted magnetosomes comes from the difference in
the compacity of the chains of magnetosomes. When
the chains of magnetosomes are extracted from the
bacteria, they form more compact assemblies increasing the dipolar interactions between them. To confirm
the fact that the orientation of the magnetosome easy
axes plays a minor role in the magnetic response, the
extracted magnetosomes are treated to disrupt the remaining biological material, which binds the magnetosomes together, and to disorientate the magnetosome
easy axes. To do so, the extracted magnetosomes are
treated for 1 h at 90 °C in the presence of 1% of sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The SDS-thermo treated extracted magnetosomes are then deposited on top of a
TEM grid and on top of a silicon wafer using the same
experimental protocol as that described previously for
the extracted untreated magnetosomes. The TEM image shows that the extracted treated magnetosomes
are also aligned forming a slightly more compact assembly (Figure 1e) than that observed with the extracted unheated magnetosomes (Figure 1c). Using
the same approach as that described above, that is, by
considering that the 具111典 crystallographic directions
are determined by identifying the projected geometries, Figure 5c (enlarged regions of Figure 1e) shows
F
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that the majority of the magnetosomes do not have
one of their 具111典 crystallographic direction orientated
in the direction of the deposition field and therefore
possess randomly orientated easy axes. In this case, the
magnetosomes behave like individual nanoparticles.
Hence their easy axes possess several possible orientations in the plane of the substrate. This creates a competing mechanism between the different easy axes orientated in different directions, which all try to align in
the direction of the deposition field. Because of this
competing mechanism, the easy axes of the extracted
treated magnetosomes do not orientate in the direction
of the deposition field. From that, it is concluded that
the thermal treatment of the extracted magnetosomes
in the presence of 1% SDS disrupts the biogenic material, which produces the alignment of the crystallographic planes and easy axes of the magnetosomes. To
better understand the role played by the biogenic material in the alignment of the magnetosome easy axes,
we show two TEM images of the extracted unheated
(Figure 6a) and extracted heated (Figure 6b) magnetosomes. As can be seen in Figure 6a,b, the magnetosome membrane (MM) and the biogenic material (BM)
binding the magnetosomes together are present in
both samples. The presence of this material after heating and SDS treatment prevents the total collapse of the
magnetosomes in a compact clump, which is expected
after complete removal of all biogenic material and
magnetosome membrane.16,18,26 The disorientation of
the magnetosome easy axes is a subtle effect, which
may be due to the inactivation of a few specific proteins or enzymes, which can not easily be identified by
TEM measurements.27⫺30 To assess the magnetic properties of the extracted heated magnetosomes, the latter
are deposited on a silicon substrate. As observed on
the carbon grid, the SDS-thermo-treated magnetosomes also orientate on top of a silicon substrate (Figure 1f). The magnetic properties are similar to those observed with the extracted unheated magnetosome.
Figure 2c shows a squarer hysteresis loop when the
magnetic field is applied parallel to the oriented magnetosomes than when it is applied perpendicular to this
direction. However, compared with the extracted unheated magnetosomes, the hysteresis loop is less
square in the parallel field configuration (green line),
while it remains identical in the perpendicular field configuration (red line). The values of ⌬Mr/Ms and ⌬Hc decrease from 80% and 50% for the extracted unheated
magnetosomes down to 65% and 30% for the extracted
heated ones. To determine if this decrease can be attributed to a loss of dipolar interactions, we estimate
the ratio between the magnetostatic and anisotropy
energies in this sample. Since the chains of magnetosomes have been destroyed, only single magnetosomes remain in this sample with a random orientation of their easy axes. Therefore, we estimate the
magnetostatic energy between two single magnetowww.acsnano.org

ence, we would observe a strong decrease of ⌬Hc and
⌬Mr/Ms between the sample containing the extracted unheated magnetosomes and that containing the extracted heated magnetosomes. This is not the case.
Here, we conclude that the magnetic anisotropy of
an assembly of aligned magnetosomes is mainly governed by the dipolar interactions between them and includes a smaller contribution, which is due to the alignment of their easy axes. From our knowledge, it is the
first time that it is possible to explain the origin of the
magnetic anisotropy in a system of aligned magnetic
nanoparticles and to differentiate between the two
contributions, that is, the nanoparticle dipolar interactions and the orientation of the nanoparticle easy axes.
The dominant contribution of the dipolar interactions
might arise from the large sizes of the magnetosomes
of 20⫺50 nm for the majority of them.9 Indeed, the
magnetostatic energy, which measures the strength of
these interactions, is proportional to the square volume
of a magnetosome and is therefore strongly enhanced
in a system of magnetic nanoparticles as large as the
magnetosomes.

METHODS

mL. The first solution is not treated further. It simply contains 1
mL of whole bacteria and is used to study the properties of the
whole bacteria. The solution contained in the second ependorph
is redispersed in a 10 mM Tris buffer and sonicated during 20
min at 30 W to extract the chains of magnetosomes from the
whole bacteria. After sonication, the solution containing the extracted chains of magnetosomes is placed against a magnet and
the supernatant is removed to get rid of most of the biogenic
material. The solution is washed 10 times in this way. It is designated as the solution of extracted unheated magnetosomes. The
solution contained in the third ependorph is prepared by first following the same method as that used to prepare the second solution. It is then heated for 1 h at 90 °C in the presence of 1% SDS.
The solution contained inside the ependorph is heated by placing the ependorph inside boiling water. The third solution is designated as the solution of extracted heated magnetosomes.
The three solutions containing the whole bacteria, the extracted unheated, and extracted heated magnetosomes are deposited on top of a carbon grid for TEM analysis and on top of a
silicon substrate for SEM analysis and magnetic measurements.
They are deposited in the presence of a magnetic field of either
0.2 T (extracted unheated and extracted heated magnetosomes)
or 1 T (whole bacteria). The strengths of the magnetic fields
used correspond to those which produced the strongest magnetic anisotropy. During the solvent evaporation, the substrates
are placed between the two poles of a magnet, which produces
a uniform magnetic field. The volumes deposited on top of the
TEM grids and silicon substrates are 10 and 50 L, respectively.
The percentages in weight of maghemite of the different solutions deposited on top of the TEM grids are ca. 2 ⫻ 10⫺5 % for
the whole bacteria, ca. 2 ⫻ 10⫺4 % for the extracted unheated
magnetosomes, and 4 ⫻ 10⫺5 % for the extracted heated magnetosomes. For the deposition on top of the silicon substrate, the
same percentages as those above are used for SEM analysis,
while 10 times more concentrated solutions are used for the
magnetic measurements.
A JEOL (100 kV) model JEM 1011 transmission electron microscope (TEM) is used to obtain low-magnification micrographs of
the magnetosomes and magnetotactic bacteria. The highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images
are recorded by using a JEOL 4000EX, which is operated at 400
kV and has a point-to-point resolution around 0.17 nm. The as-

The AMB-1 magnetotactic bacteria are purchased from the
ATCC (ATCC 700274). The solvent used for the preparation of
the growth medium and the different samples is always water.
The bacteria are cultivated in the growth medium recommended
by the ATCC. The culture medium contains 1 L of distilled water
in which are added in this order 5 mL of ATCC trace mineral
supplement, 10 mL of ATCC vitamin supplement, 2 ml of a ferric quinate solution, 0.45 ml of 0.1% resazurin, 0.68 g of KH2PO4,
0.12 g of NaNO3, 0.035 g of ascorbic acid, 0.37 g of tartaric acid,
0.37 g of succinic acid, and 0.05 g of sodium acetate. The ATCC
vitamin supplement solution (ATCC MD-VS) is prepared by adding to 1 L of distilled water 2 mg of folic acid, 10 mg of pyridoxine hydrochloride, 5 mg of riboflavin, 2 mg of biotin, 5 mg of thiamine, 5 mg of nicotinic acid, 5 mg of pantothenic acid, 0.1 mg
of vitamin B12, 5 mg of p-aminobenzoic acid, 5 mg of thioctic
acid, and 900 mg of monopotassium phosphate. The solution of
mineral supplement (ATCC MD-TMS) is prepared by adding to 1
L of distilled water 0.5 g of EDTA, 3 g of MgSO4 · 7H2O, 0.5 g of
MnSO4 · H2O, 1 g of NaCl, 0.1 g of FeSO4 · 7H2O, 0.1 g of
Co(NO3)2 · 6H2O, 0.1 g of CaCl2 (anhydrous), 0.1 g of ZnSO4 · 7H2O,
0.01 g of CuSO4 · 5H2O, 0.01 g of AlK(SO4)2 (anydrous), 0.01 g of
H3BO3, 0.01 g of Na2MoO4 · 2H2O, 0.001 g of Na2SeO3 (anhydrous),
0.01 g of Na2WO4 · 2H2O and 0.02 g of NiCl2 · 6H2O. The ferric
quinate solution is prepared by adding to 100 mL of distilled water 0.27 g of FeCl3 and 0.19 g of quinic acid. After having added
the chemicals given above, the pH of the growth medium is adjusted to 6.75 using a 1 M NaOH solution. The growth medium
is autoclaved at 121 °C for 15 min. The bacteria provided by the
ATCC are warmed up to room temperature and inserted in the
growth medium under aseptic conditions. During their growth,
the bacteria are kept at room temperature for one week until a
change in the coloration of the growth medium is observed
(from pink to white). A notice is available from the ATCC, which
gives a detailed explanation of how to cultivate these bacteria.
The cells are harvested at stationary phase and three different types of samples are prepared. The living bacteria are first
centrifugated at 8000 rpm for 15 min. The solution is then placed
against a magnet and the supernatant containing the growth
medium is removed and replaced by 3 mL of deionized water.
Hence, we obtain 3 mL of a solution of whole bacteria dispersed
in water, which we divide in three separated ependorphs of 1
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somes, having a random orientation of their dipole.
The latter lies between ca. ⫺2(VMMs)2/4a3 ⬇ ⫺8.2 ⫻
10⫺9 erg and ca. (VMMs)2/4a3 ⬇ 4.1 ⫻ 10⫺9 erg, where
VM ⬇ 2.7 ⫻ 10⫺17 cm3 is the volume of a single magnetosome, Ms ⬇ 390 emu/cm3 is the saturation magnetization of maghemite, and a ⬇ 3 nm is the distance
separating two magnetosomes. This yields a mean
magnetostatic energy of 具Ems典 ⬇ ⫺2 ⫻ 10⫺9 erg. Using
the anisotropy energy of a single magnetosome, Ek ⬇
32 ⫻ 10⫺13 erg, we deduce that |具Ems典|/Ek ⬇ 625. The
value of |具Ems典|/Ek is much larger than 1 indicating the
presence of strong dipolar interactions between the
magnetosomes in this sample. Compared with the extracted unheated magnetosomes, |具Ems典|/Ek is slightly
lower. Therefore, the loss of magnetic anisotropy between the extracted unheated and extracted heated
magnetosomes has to arise either from a loss of dipolar interactions between the magnetosomes or from
the disorientation of the magnetosome easy axes.
These results clearly show the small influence of the
alignment of the magnetosome easy axes on the magnetic anisotropy. Indeed, if there were such an influ-
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semblies of magnetosomes are imaged with a JEOL model JSM5510LV scanning electron microscope. A VSM (vibrating sample
magnetometer) from Quantum design is used to perform the
magnetic measurements. The samples are placed inside a capsule and hysteresis loops are carried out at a series of different
temperatures ranging from 10 up to 300 K. In these measurements, the response of the capsule is subtracted from that of the
sample by measuring the response of a blank sample in which
the magnetosomes are absent. The hysteresis loops are measured between ⫺2 and 2 T, magnetic field intensities, which exceeds those necessary to saturate the samples (0.1⫺0.2 T).
The percentage in weight of maghemite in the different solutions is determined by depositing 50 L of each of the three
solutions studied (containing either the whole bacteria, the extracted unheated magnetosomes, or the extracted heated magnetosomes) on top of a silicon substrate. We compare the value
of the saturating magnetization of the different samples with
that of maghemite (390 emu/cm3) to estimate the percentage
in weight of maghemite in the different solutions. Since the different solutions studied have a very similar weight as that of water, their percentages in weight are estimated relatively to the
specific weight of water.
The composition of the magnetosomes is determined using
SIRM (saturating isothermal remanent magnetization) following
a method described in a previous report.9 Briefly, the samples are
cooled down in the presence of a 2.5 T magnetic field. The magnetic field is then switched of and the magnetization is measured as a function of increasing temperature from 10 up to 300
K. The absence of the Verwey transition in the SIRM spectra reveals the oxidation of the magnetosomes into maghemite. This
technique is standard and introduced in reference.31
Finally, note that although previous studies reported that
AMB-1 cells possess a single long chain of magnetosomes,32,33
we repeatedly observe that under the conditions used in our
study, the magnetosomes arrange in aligned short chains. This
variation in the experimental conditions is taken into account to
analyze the data of this study.
Supporting Information Available: Supplementary figures.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
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